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Welcome New Members
Welcome to the following new members to our group, as well as a returning old friend. We are
happy you have decided to join us!
Glenn Ahnert
David Aken
Bradley Albers
Donovan Alp
Zack Asitonka
Gary Atkins
Thomas Benning
Don Bartholomew
Joan Beckham
Sean Brooks
Paul Carey
Bryan Cluts
Steve Connell
Kevin Connolly
Diana Dailey
Jennifer Finley
Ed Guillen
Lee Hang Hai
Randy Jacobson
Lee Jeffery
Matt Johnson
Pamela Johnson
Tian Yi Juang
Melvin Knowlton
Bo Sheng Lin
Chia Chen Liu

CT
AL
GA
Ontario
Nigeria
NV
TN
UT
SC
FL
Australia
MD
FL
NY
FL
KS
MT
Taiwan
CA
AL
TN
GA
Taiwan
FL
Taiwan
Taiwan

Debbie Lowe
Richard L. Martin
Craig Oliveria
Inna Patterson
Nayara Pimentel
Sander Priks
Richard Pyhtila
Gerald Roberts
Chris Ruddell
Clemens Schwarzinger
Douglas Southerland
Audrey Sukhanov
Victor Sukhanov
Andy Thatcher
Edwin Trubenbach
Andrew Witte
Paul Yang
Michael Zinski

GA
NC
CA
CA
Brazil
Estonia
NC
Phillippines
WA
Austria
CA
Russia
Russia
BC
FL
NE
Taiwan
WA

Welcome Back!
David Crookston
Robert Hughes

OH
AL
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Letter from the President
Diane Eames
history. Most are cut in CZ, and are the same
size as the original. The diagrams have been
developed over time- some are more accurate
than others.

Two of the 45 famous diamond replicas
(pictured) cut by Texas Faceters Guild.
The Jubilee Diamond replica was damaged, so I
am cutting another. I thought y’all might like to
see what it looks like at the beginning. It looks
sorta ridiculous dopped up with regular size
gem
s.

Wow! Over 80 gems y’all sent in gems for the
Single Stone Competition. I am impressed.
Other projects arise for me.

Texas Faceters Guild has an impressive
collection of replicas of famous diamonds of
4
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Faceting has subscribed angles and settings. It’s
math made beautiful. But don’t you sometimes
just need to set the other side of your brain
loose? Plus it’s an opportunity to buy more
equipment.
My biggest project this year was completing the
long desired carving bench. My original carving
bench was built into a decommisioned tub. This
is my answer to the problem of using all of the
rough. I’ve got lots of included rough.

The saddle stool is one of my best pieces of
equipment. It instantly adjusts height for all the
different work stations I have. It’s available at
Stuller, and is made for goldsmiths. Brad found
the saddle too narrow, but it’s comfortable to me.
This is not a cheap stool, but I’m happy I paid
the money.
Happy and Satisfying Faceting,

Dalan Hargrave’s bench was the inspiration for
the new bench, and my husband built it. It is
awesome. The hand milled arbor can
accommodate two different sizes of wheels.
There is a Jacobs chuck for small carving tools,
along with a dental handpiece for freehand work.

B. Diane Eames, GG
Graduate Gemologist (GIA)
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Editors Corner – Dan Lynch
My daughter and I had been heading to Blaze
Wharton’s mine (see Field Trip) article in this
issue, for some sapphire minding and ended up
extending our
trip for a day
of sunshine at
the end. And
hey…the cold
day gave us a
good excuse
to visit the
world famous
candy store in
Philipsburg!
Kitarini Library Update – we’re SOOOO close.
As of writing this article construction on this
project is about $1400 off. If you can support
this project please visit the link below or just
search “Kitarini Library – Go Fund me” and
you’ll find the page. It’s a great project at a
school originally started by a Tanzanite miner.
100% of the funds go to the project.

Welcome to our Sept NL
Can you believe fall is actually here? I just
experienced a bit of a late summer/early winter
shock flying from 90 degree weather in TN to a
Winter Storm warning situation in Montana that
lasted two days. Montana needed the rain and
snow and it was beautiful.

https://www.gofundme.com/KitariniLibrary
Remember my bribe from the last NL? Well a
few of you stepped up and sent content. John
Burleyson will be the proud owner soon of a nice
piece of garnet rough picked up in Kenya in
June. John’s also the focus of our Member
Profile in this newsletter.
THIS COULD BE YOU in December. Just
email me at editor@usfacetersguild.org and I’ll
walk you through the easy easy process. Others
would love to get to know you.
We publish four newsletters per year, and I
need your ideas, articles, stone pictures,
comments, suggestions, etc.
SEND ideas, comments, etc. to

editor@usfacetersguild.org
6
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that was selling their store. She told me if I could
figure it out I was more than welcome to try. She
handed me a book “Faceting for Amateurs” and
sent me on my way. I went home and I read that
book start to finish twice.

Member Profile
John Burleyson
My love of gemology and geology started at a
very young age. When I was 5 or 6 we would
walk the field next to the elementary school I
attended in South Carolina at the time with my
father and brothers. We would walk around
picking up the quartz and other cool rocks we
would find on the ground. Shortly after that we
moved to Tennessee and there is nothing cool to
find but limestone.

The next day I went in, sat down and cut my first
stone. It was natural quartz and I have that stone
still to this day. Probably my most prized stone.
No one taught me, I just read a book and did it. I
loved it so much I eventually asked to borrow
the machine so I could cut more. I found my first
source of rough when I went on my best friend’s
birthday party in the mountains of Georgia
whereas always I was digging around the stream
looking for stones. I had been study Geology at
Middle Tennessee at the time so rocks were
always on my brain. We found a lot of facet
quality smokey quartz and this is where I really
cut my teeth on faceting.

However a rock shop opened when I was 15 in
our town in Tennessee. I walked in that day and
just about every day after that. This is where
Ramona and Stan Adams would allow me to dig
through all the rocks they had and basically
treated me as their own. They taught me cabbing
and helped to grow my love of rocks and
lapidary skills.
For the next few years I would routinely stop by
grab an apron and start cabbing. Then one day
digging through the back with all the rough and
tools they had I saw a weird machine and I asked
her what it was. She told me it was a faceting
machine, an old Facetron. She never used it but
bought it when she bought out another rock shop

Me in Georgia after finding the deposit of smoky
quartz.
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base for the V5. Our journey will continue and
we are very excited about the fantasy machine.
Also have been recently cabbing and carving.

A few years later I started my small company
buying a Facetron base and a XS3 from Jon
Rolfe 12 years ago. I started hitting the doors of
local jewelers. At this time many jewelry stores
cared very little about the quality of their colored
stones or even if they were cut well. It was a
disappointment but I continued on cutting.
I finally started my company and moved it
online, opening GemRite.com in 2004 or 2005.
Selling all these wonderful stones people would
often ask for me to make them something nice
with it. So I started trying to find a jeweler to set
the items usually ending in bad results (broken
stones). So I started the next part of my journey
and that is jewelry design and goldsmithing. I
picked up a job at the local jewelry store with the
understanding I would work as an apprentice to
learn the ins and outs of metal smithing. I would
eventually leave there to pursue opening another
business venture in the restaurant business.
The economy down turn a few years later put
that company to rest so I was looking for a new
move. So I attended New Approach School for
Jewelers. This is where my journey would come
to completion. Now I learned all the fine skills
needed for fabrication to hand make the pieces
and the fine setting of stones no matter how soft
they are. Not to say accidents don’t happen, but I
know I can take them to the faceting machine
and repair them most of the time.
We continue to this day in faceting. My wife has
taken up faceting as well for the last 4 and a half
years. She learned it faster than I did and cuts
just as well as I do. We share the passion of
faceting and jewelry design together. We bought
a used v2 Ultra Tec from a friend that was in
very good condition. We recently sent it to Joe
Rubin at Ultra Tec and his excellent staff
refurbished like new! It is now a V5 and cuts like
a dream.

A few of my stones… The red stone is a 22 carat
red zircon from Tanzania, a 2.63 carat tsavorite,
and My wife's wedding ring 2.6 ceylon blue
sapphire in 18k white gold palladium.
Sometimes it is just fun to play!
Thanks,
John

We are currently working on our next part of our
faceting journey and that is obtaining a fantasy
8
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Heating Zircons
Jeffrey R. Hapeman
I am often asked about how to heat brown zircon
to turn them blue. The following article outlines
the procedure I use for the cognac brown to dark
brown zircons from Kaduna, Nigeria. Keep in
mind that not all brown zircon will heat to blue.
In my experience so far, only the browns from
Cambodia and Nigeria can be turned blue.

Procedure:
1) Crush regular old charcoal used in a
charcoal grill to a coarse powder.
2) Fill the bottom of a tall crucible about
halfway with charcoal and make a small
indentation in the bottom.

Gentle heating of the Nigerian zircons using a
regular alcohol burner--like that used to melt dop
wax—will turn most of them a beautiful bright
orange color. Unfortunately, the vast majority
will rapidly turn back to their original brown
color after a few minutes to hours. Changing
the brown to blue requires a bit more
complicated process, specifically a reducing
atmosphere to change the oxidation state of trace
amounts of elements in the crystals. That said, it
can be done at home if you have an electric kiln
and some easily obtained supplies.

3) Place the zircons in the middle of the
indentation.
4) Add charcoal until the crucible is filled as
close as possible to where the lid will be.
You want to leave as little air space in the
crucible as possible.
5) Place a thin layer of refractory cement on
the edge and press the lid of the crucible
on. Then surround the outside edge of
the lid with a layer of cement to fully seal
the crucible. I let the cement set for
about an hour before popping it in the
crucible, but you don’t need to let
completely cure.

Supplies:
1) Electric kiln with a relatively precise
thermostat. I used a Paragon SC-10 kiln.
2) Charcoal. I use either regular grill
charcoal (do NOT use grill charcoal that
contains starter/lighter fluid—it would be
very dangerous) or coconut hull charcoal
used for fish tank filters.

You want to heat the zircon to between 900-1000
degrees Celsius. Too high and it will turn clear,
and too low and the color change won’t occur.
The Paragon SC-10 has a programmable
thermostat system that lets you ramp the
temperature up at a controlled rate, hold it and
then ramp it down. The main advantage of a
slower temperature ramp is that reduces cracking
in the rough due to stress caused rapid
temperature change. I recommend ramping up at
anywhere from 100-150 degrees Celsius per hour
until reaching 1000 degrees Celsius, then
holding the temperature there for 2-4 hours
before ramping it down. I tend to ramp down a

3) Crucibles with lids. I use hightemperature alumina crucibles from
Coors that can be ordered on Amazon.
4) Refractory cement. This is sometimes
sold as “fire place cement.” Be sure to
get cement that is rated to 1000 degrees
Celsius.
9
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bit more quickly, but again, if you ramp at the
same rate as you ramped up it should be fine. I
have ramped up and down as fast as 300 degrees
Celsius with no ill effect.
When the heating has completed and the crucible
has cooled you can crack it open. Odds are
you’ll break the crucible in the process. I buy
relatively inexpensive crucibles and simply crack
them open with a hammer when I’m finished. I
use a kitchen colander to sift the zircons from the
charcoal, then wash them off as they are covered
with charcoal dust. The results will vary—the
lighter brown the zircons are, the lighter blue the
heated results will be. If your seal on the
crucible fails early, you may get too much
oxygen in the crucible, and the zircons could be
paler to nearly colorless.

Photo of some unheated stones on the right and
the heated batch on the left.
Jeff
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The Challenges of Being a
Faceting Instructor

3. How the stone is to be used, display stone,
cut for the challenge of a given pattern or
used in jewelry?

Wayne Barnett

4. Is the facetor capable of doing better?

After reading the June 2016 issue of the USFG
newsletter I began to think of what it takes to
make a good instructor in faceting. As a faceting
instructor several things must be considered.
First there are several types of individuals that
take faceting lessons.

5. Is the facetor trying to achieve competition
quality?
An instructor should be there to guide the student
and teach the mechanical as well as the aesthetic
aspects of the craft. Or is it an art? Most
faceting instructors who have taught for some
time have probably taught individuals in each of
the categories above. Recently a student that
finished their first stone and when asked what
was the next stone they wanted to cut said that
was it; they wanted to cut one stone to just to see
how it was done.

1. Those individuals that believe they want to
facet but quickly find that it is not for them.
2. Individuals who like the exercise of faceting
but do it in a group for the cutting and to
socialize.
3. Those individuals that take up faceting but
may only cut a few stones a year, sometimes
using the equipment at a club house.

The ability to separate each of the various types
of cutters may be difficult. At first someone may
be enthusiastic, but as work on a cut progresses
they may become less enamored with the
process. As an instructor it is important to guide
each student to do their best. As each individual
completes a stone they will be self-rewarded and
go on to the next challenge or determine that the
time and energy is not worth it for what they
have created.

4. The serious hobbyist who has their own
machine and cuts regularly and innately or
learns to self-evaluate and correct their work.
5. The perfectionist who is very serious about
cutting and many times becomes a
competition cutter.

Faceting is a skill set that is developed while
doing a number of stones. The first few stones
are the most challenging. Learning the
mechanics of the machine, recognizing and
selecting good rough, reading a pattern correctly
and choosing the correct grinding and polishing
laps takes time. When not done correctly the
results are usually less than acceptable and the
new cutter can become discouraged easily.
Many times a stone will be cut well enough to be
put in a piece of jewelry or shown with pride but
will not be of competition or even commercial
quality, keeping in mind many commercial
buyers expect competition quality for

6. Those above that may eventually cut for the
trade.
Then one has to consider what each stone
represents.
1. Is this the first stone cut by the individual or
the 20th?
2. How much time and effort does a given piece
of material deserve?
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own errors and have cut several types of patterns
should they begin to assist others. I have
observed unqualified individuals who gave
faulty information to beginning cutters who said
they wanted to give back but all they did was to
confuse an individual trying to learn a new skill.

commercial priced stones. The cutter, as they
gain experience, must learn to self-evaluate the
quality of their work and determine if it is the
best they can do. Re-cutting a stone until it is
done ’right’ may not be the correct path for many
beginners who are already frustrated with all that
has to be learned to properly cut a stone. Facets
well placed and a polish that gives the stone
bling is a big reward for most beginners.

As an instructor the greatest reward is a student
who may cut one or more stones under your
guidance goes off and comes back and presents a
great piece of work and says; ‘see what I have
done’.

Many times the role of instructor extends beyond
the formal classes given. Once students feel they
have become proficient enough they will
typically go off and cut on their own. Many
times the student will come back with questions
of why something went wrong or how to master
a particular pattern or why a given stone or cut
doesn’t polish on a given facet. To these
students you have become the mentor.
There is also the aspect of learning through your
mistakes. I have a few stones that illustrate what
not to do, some on pricey material. I have also
dedicated a number of stones to the trashcan for
various reasons. Usually for fractures opening
up or other internal flaws not detected until
cutting began. Recently one student realized that
the stone being finished just needed to be
abandoned and used as a reminder that this is not
what to do. Good for them. Not every cutting
experience results in a successful stone but every
stone can be a learning experience. If that lesson
is learned early then it is easier for the beginning
cutter to quickly move on to a new challenge.
Instructors have the opportunity to learn from
others. As the instructor is explaining what and
how to undertake a given task it is, in many
cases, better set those operations in the
instructors skill set. That is not to say that an
individual should begin teaching after just a few
stones. This is not a craft that is ‘see one, do
one, teach one’. To be a proficient instructor one
should have cut numerous stones, preferably in
several types of materials. Only when an
individual can self-evaluate and correct their
12
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running with machines, supplies and lots
of rough. Gerald Boykin was
demonstrating the Ultra Tec Fantasy
machine and Ken Michalek was showing
off the progression of faceting heads and
dopping transfer jigs.

Another Franklin Faceters Frolic has
come and gone. The 3 day event to
promote and bring together faceters was
held July 27, 28 & 29. There were lots of
attendees, vendors, guest speakers, a
pretty stone contest and a special tribute.
Wednesday night started off the festivities
with an informal dinner at the Boiler
Room at The Factory. In attendance were
vendors, organizers, helpers and patrons.
This was a great time to catch up with old
friends, make new ones and forecast the
next few days. If you are planning to
come to future FFF’s try to schedule some
time for this gathering.

Friday opened up with a full day of dealer
sales and more speakers. Dave Wooley
of the Beale/Wooley of started off the
morning lectures with a talk “ The
Beale/Wooley Indicator, Suspence,
Adventure Discovery”. Dave shared his
experiences of how thee Beale/Wooley
meter came about. Robert Strickland
followed with a GemCad question and
answer.

Thursday started off with Tom Mitchell’s
talk on dopping and re-dopping and later
Gerry Boykin’s talk on cutting your
competition stone. Vendors were up and
13
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Friday evening we had the pizza party and
Pretty Stone contest. With about 20 in
attendance we enjoyed pizza supplied by
The Factory and looked at some stunning
stones cut by the entrants. There were
two categories for the Pretty Stone ,
natural and synthetic, Ken Michalek took
the synthetic (#12) and Lance Andrus (#)
winning the natural stone division.

14
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Saturday continued with dealer sales and
demonstrations. Sue and John
Litchenberger gave the last lecture of the
weekend “A rough and ready guide to
Gem ID”. They showed how you can use
common household items to figure out
what your favorite rocks are.

Dealers in attendance this year were:
• John E. Garsow Gems and Minerals –
John Garsow
• Lighting Laps and Polishes – Marsh
Howard
• Laura Maxwell Hilsen- Estate of
Carolina Custom Gems – Tom
Maxwell
• Jersey Instrument – Charlie Musitano
• Gerald Boykin – Ultra Tech
• GemCad – Robert Strickland
• Dan Lynch Gems – Dan Lynch
• Mitchell Jewelry Studio – Tom
Mitchell
• Roy Kersey

Things rapped up Saturday with the
Grand prize drawing for an 8” Gearloose
Polishing Kit donated by Jon Rolfe of
Gearloose Lapidary. The winner was
Jason Delk of Atlanta, GA, who just
happened to be right there when his name
was pulled. You have never seen a more
surprised face. We also had a total of 15
new members and renewals for USFG
membership.
A special memorial was set up in the
showroom for Tom Maxwell and Will
Smith who passed away over the past
year. These two were very important
individuals to the making and the
continuation of the Frolic. They will be
greatly missed.

15
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I would like to thank Norm Holbert, Sue
Lichtenberger, and our behind the scene
guy Al Balmer for all the effort into
making the Frolic what it is. I would also
like to thank the Factory for their support
for hosting us. My biggest thanks go to
the USGF for being our main sponsor.
Without these people and organizations
none of this is possible.
FFF11 is already in the planning stages.
Next year should be different and more
interesting than ever. Keep an eye on the
UFSG website and the Facebook page for
updates.
If you are interested in being a part of the
Frolic (speaker, dealer or helping out),
please contact me at Ken@airfloinc.com.
Thanks
Ken Michalek
Chairman FFF10
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THE FIRST TRUTH ABOUT
POLISHING FACETED GEMS

Four Truths about Polishing
Faceted Gems

There are far more variables than just the
“recipe” (lap and polish combination) –
and that the variables the faceter
controls in real-time with their
TECHNIQUE – are the things that really
make the magic.

By John Bailey
The most-frequently-asked questions
about faceting are about polishing: What
polish and lap to use; how to charge the
lap; how to solve the inevitable
problems, even when you use the “right
recipe.”

These variables include how much (or
little) polish you’ve got on the lap, lap
speed, the amount of pressure against
the lap, the width of your sweep, and the
rate of sweep relative to rate of rotation –
and more. It’s about what you’re doing at
the tips of the fingers that makes the
difference…

If you asked me how to bake a cake, and I
just gave you the list of ingredients,
what’s the chance you’d mix them the
right way, in the right order – and then
cook them at the right temperature for
the right amount of time – and then
handle the cooked cake in the right way
so it wouldn’t collapse?

And, if you’re using oxide polish, there’s
a whole additional set of variables that
include: how much water you’re
providing how you’re providing it, and
the PH of the slurry – as well as other
things, like the amount of swarf that’s
collecting in your polishing medium.

This is what I think about every time I
hear or read stuff about how to polish
such-and-such material – in the frame of
a lap-and-polish “recipe.”

17
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You not only have to learn to “find the
window” where all the variables are close
enough to “right” – you also have to
learn to do that consistently enough to
overcome the frustration that polishing
will otherwise become. Some polishing
recipes (lap and polish combinations)
have relatively wider “windows” (where
the variables are suitable for getting a
polish) than others – for any given
material.

The dynamically changing factors are
shifting the entire time you’re trying to
hit the right “window” of the combined
variables to get the magic of polish to
happen – before the variables shift
outside the window, leaving your nicely
polished facet with cat hairs – or dragmarks, or even furrows fit for a cornfield.
DEALING WITH TRUTH ONE
Diamond polishes have fewer variables
to manipulate while trying to get the
polish to happen – which is one reason
they seem to have a wider window of
success.

When you have problems polishing,
instead of blaming the recipe, or going
on the Internet asking people what
recipe they’re using, imagine all the
factors you’re influencing and changing
with your own fingertips. Start to modify
those factors individually and
methodically, watching the facet to see
what your changes create. Unless the
problem is outright contamination – or
something like failing to provide water to
your oxide – you will gradually find your
way to that window…

DEALING WITH TRUTH TWO
First, to the extent possible, use a polish
and lap recipe that provide you a WIDE
window of polishing success. For
example, Linde A on a Tin lap isn’t one of
the wider windows, while something
like My Voodoo Magic Polish on a Matrix
lap offers a near Grand Canyon of a
window. Again, these things are not
“magic bullets” – or special “recipes” – to

THE SECOND TRUTH ABOUT
POLISHING FACETED GEMS
18
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sell you. The point is to get you to think
in terms of *window* of variables within
which you’ll get a polish. The point is to
help you seek combinations of tools that
give you a wide window to try to find –
and then to encourage you to do the
FINDING – which is the real skill in
getting a polish.

gouged-out by 600 mesh diamond that
are between 35 and 105 TIMES larger
than the polishing particle you’re using …
So, appropriate pre-polish particle size is
really KEY to getting the good polish.
3000 mesh diamond is around 6 microns
in size. Though this is still between 12
and 18 times the size of the polishing
particles, it’s about the right-sized step –
at least for most materials in the typical
sizes. The larger the facet you’re
polishing, and the harder the material,
the smaller-sized steps you want to take
between particle sizes.

THE THIRD TRUTH ABOUT
POLISHING FACETED GEMS
Most of the “polishing problems” we see
are really pre-polishing problems. The
600 cutting lap is hitting the gem with
hunks of diamond around 35 microns in
size.

When you’re deciding how to sequence
your grits, remember that facet surface
area rises with the SQUARE of the linear
measurement of the facet (e.g. a facet
that’s 4mm on an edge has 16 square mm
of area, compared to a facet that’s 2mm
on an edge having only four square mm
of area).
It’s really important to have a range of
pre-polishing grit sizes, because some
gem materials (or even individual facets)
will behave poorly when worked with
some particle sizes. When this occurs, it’s
useful to be able to shift particle size
readily to achieve a satisfactory outcome.
Remember this when you’re thinking
about stepping your grits. It’s the
reason Voodoo Magic pre-polish comes
in particle sizes of 9, 6, and 3 microns.

The typical diamond polish begins
around 1 micron and goes down – with
particles often smaller than .5 micron.
And, alumina slurry usually has particles
around .3 micron.

DEALING WITH TRUTH THREE:
Don’t use junk pre-polish laps like
cheapo-toppers. These things round
facets and offer a generally bad

Polish-level modifications on a facet
won’t reach the bottoms of valleys
19
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preparation for the polishing process.
Cheap-o pre-polish laps cost way more in
time and aggravation than they could
ever save in money.

quickly. (This photo is from one of our
events.)

Also, don’t use metal-plated pre-polish
laps: They always leave more sub-surface
damage than is really appropriate for
pre-POLISH. Again, there’s no savings to
be found here.
Instead, put lots of quality into your prepolish step – a step with the lots of
opportunity to save you time. Goodquality pre-charged pre-polished laps
include the Nubond by Raytech. Just
don’t use it on stones harder than Topaz,
and remember to use it gently (no
pressure, low speed, lots of water).

DEALING WITH TRUTH FOUR:
First, you need good lighting – which
means not too strong or weak – and not
multi-pointed, but single-pointed.

For harder stones, or if you’re really
serious, invest in a really good pre-polish
lap that you can charge yourself and keep
it cutting rapidly and smoothly all the
time. I recommend the Zinc+ and BATT
laps for this. You can charge them with
my Voodoo pre-polish.

Second, you need to learn to position the
light properly to do the right kind of
illumination.
Third, you need to know exactly what
you’re looking for…
I have a growing collection of polishing
videos available on the Faceting
Academy site that will answer many of
the most common questions and
demonstrate some techniques of troubleshooting.

THE FOURTH TRUTH ABOUT
POLISHING FACETED GEMS
You can’t polish-out defects that you
can’t see. And, seeing small defects in the
polish is trickier than it at first appears.
It involves proper lighting and
magnification, proper manipulation of
light on the facet, proper optical focus,
and proper focus of attention. You need
to know what the defect will look like
when it appears in front of your eye. This
is something students at our live training
events learn how to do very well – and

Check out the “Polishing Videos” menu
under the “Faceting Videos” menu on the
site. I’ll be adding new and detailed
content there as time goes by.
http://facetingacademy.com
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For now, check out the videos that are
already there and explore your way to
better polish by keeping in mind these
four truths about polishing. They may
help you discover the answers to an
increasingly excellent outcome.
Benedictus de Spinoza said: “All things
excellent are as difficult as they are rare”.
This is certainly true of a fine faceted
gemstone.
However, I hope the four truths in this
article will help you achieve a great
polish more easily.
John Bailey
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A Polishing Discussion

initially looks frosted, but I can polish quickly
with Cerium on tin if I’m going old school, or
Darkside if I’m not.

So, polishing is ALWAYS a topic of
conversation among faceters. We’re either
fighting with a new piece of rough, extremely
proud that we’ve finally figured out the right
method for topaz or zircon, trying out the latest
and greatest lap from Gearloose or Lightning
Laps, or ready to throw in the towel. For this
article I asked a few cutters the following
questions.

Everything else, I use my Dominatrix lap. The
outer band is 3k and I keep it heavily charged.
Time really is money. The inner band is 60k
Diamond. It’s rare that I’ll use anything else. My
clients won’t pay for a 200k polish and a good
polish at 60k is lovely.
Question 3: Tell us about a stone that really gave
you problems at the polishing stage and how you
ended up solving the problem. Ok...so 3 isn't
really a question, but you get it!

(1) What is your go-to polishing scheme for
gems under hardness 7?
(2) What is your go-to polishing scheme for
gems hardness over 7?

I had this Apatite. A big one. 160cts rough that
finished to 48.87cts. And I quite literally used
every polishing lap I owned. One lap would
polish a some facets but scratch others. I
polished every single facet individually, using
whatever lap worked. Needless to say it took
some time and involved some very bad
words. Worth every minute.

(3) Tell us about a stone that really gave you
problems at the polishing stage and how you
ended up solving the problem.

Lisa Elser
Question 1: What is your go-to polishing scheme
for gems under hardness 7.
I’m a huge fan of the Darkside lap for softer
gems. With diamond if it works, and almost
always Chromium Oxide if diamond isn’t a good
choice. Because soft gems are, well, soft I’ll
often do the prepolish with 8k on BATT rather
than my usual 3k. And I’m a counter. I count
passes rather than using a hard stop.
Question 2: What is your go-to polishing scheme
for gems hardness over 7.
So there’s Quartz, and there’s everything else. I
usually cut large quartz (small stuff doesn’t pay)
and so there’s a lot of preforming and a lot of
subsurface damage. Getting a terrific prepolish
that goes below the level of damage makes all
the difference. I like 3k diamond on Batt. It
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2. For Gems Mohs 7-9 I use Batt prepolish with
3K and then 60K pandemonium on Batt. Most
of the time now that I’ve got aquatinted with it.
Quartz responds to Cerium Oxide on Batt or
Darkside pretty nicely, but with different
varieties (amethyst, citrine, manmade) it’s
usually a crapshoot, and will take some
experimentation to find the proper selection.
Sometimes I use a ceramic polishing lap with
100,000 spray on Sapphires with awesome
results. Topaz is a troublesome item at times, but
I’ve found out that if you turn up the lap RPM’s
it will polish just fine. I really like hard
materials, and prefer to work with them because
I’m heavy handed.
3. For a stone that gave me trouble I would like
to submit for your consideration Rwandan
Amethyst. I tried many things to no avail, and
went to the Facebook forums that I frequent
for an answer. Tyler Allen suggested 14K on tin,
which I tried, and succeeded with in an
instant. It was definitely the magic bullet. I have
had this problem with dark amethyst
harvested from crystals in a geode before, and
believe it to be the twinning and close
crystal growth with stresses locked up in there just waiting for some sucker who wants to
unlock the beauty hidden in this rich color.

Aaron Hubbard
In response to your questions, Here’s what I’ve
come up withFirst of all, I’ll just say that if you’re working
with a material that you just don’t know what
will polish it well, and it’s expensive or
competition cutting, it’s best to get the scoop on
it before you put lots of time into it. When
cutting the first tier of the pavilion, and you have
a large flat that can simulate table size, get the
polishing sequence you’re planning to use
figured out. This is advice that I’ve neglected to
heed before, and paid the price over.

Topaz has given me a hard time before, and not
on the cleavage plane. I found out that the upper
RPM ranges polish topaz well on Batt. An
interesting observation for epoxy users- don’t
ever try to work through a squeak because
it’s polishing well, because that sound is actually
an ultrasonic vibration that will plasticize
the epoxy enough for it to move your stone in the
dop without breaking the epoxy bond.

1. For Gems under 7 hardness, I’ve noticed that
metal polishing laps are not usually what
works, as they groove and move meets fast.
Darkside with Cerium Oxide battstick usually
works good with a vigorous back and forth
sweep. Sometimes an ultralap blue cerium
layover is much better, but there’s so much
difference in the soft materials that it’s hard to
tell unless you experiment.

It’s a real surprise when your stone is all of the
sudden off in the X&Y planes, and you have
to cheat on every facet. Of course I learned that
the hard way, only finding out the reason in
hindsight.
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John Burleyson

with him I got a darkside lap with a chrome
battstik. Finally the eureka moment! So I try to
keep my quartz cutting to a minimum. The odd
thing this seems to happen mainly with citrine
and clear quartz. The amethyst I seem to have
less trouble and just use the 100k batt with no
issues.

My go to polishing for under 7 moh is usually a
1200 sintered or 600 nubond to a 100k loose
diamond with oil on a batt lap. I have tried a
range of different options for pre-polish and
polish but doing a lot of cutting finally to this
combination. The sintered is similar to the
nubond providing a very smooth finish similar to
the nubond but has a slight more haze to it. As
soon as it hits the 100k batt it polishes to a
perfect flat facet. Since using the 1200 sintered
lap I have also had fewer issues with rounding
facets and having a truer facet going into the
polish. If the stone has fractures that break the
surface I use a 50k D lite lap from Marsh. This is
to avoid carrying the oil and swarf from the lap
into your fractures. It does well to heal the
fractures and leaves a really good polish. But I
only use this generally on stones that have a near
surface fracture like emeralds.
My go to polishing for hardness over 7 moh is
3000 loose diamond with oil on a copper lap to a
100k loose diamond on batt lap with a little oil.
Honestly sapphires gave me the most trouble
when I started. I tried everything under the sun
and whoever gave me advice I tried it. The only
thing I could get to work perfectly every time
with zero hassle was the copper 3k to 100k batt.
The 3k leaves a perfect flat facet that has the
appearance of a polished facet. A kiss of a 100k
batt for a few hand passes gives it final polish.
The 3k is quick pre-polish and the 100k if
necessary can move a facet a little if you need to
make for the perfect meets.
The stone that gave me the most trouble was a
citrine. This one was not fun and one of the
reasons I personally avoid cutting much quartz. I
spent a week trying to figure out what was going
wrong. I tried every pre-polish and polish
combination. This is the point that I got rid of the
nubond and bought a 1200 sintered lap. Still no
help. Alumina oxide on tin. I was at my wits end
so I spoke with Jon Rolfe. After discussing it
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material on our behalf through is larger
processing plant. During this run he estimated
the equivalent of 600-900 buckets of material
would be processed. Blaze had already run the
material through one process removing the larger
rocks, but leaving all the sapphires.

Field Trip
Blaze Wharton’s Blazen Gems
Sapphire Mine
Thought it might be fun to include some “field
trip” style articles in the newsletter from time to
time. If you’ve got an experience to share,
please do. By the team you’ve read the first and
last pages of this newsletter you know how to
reach me, or you’re not really trying.
My daughter Sarah and I love mining field trips
together. We started these when she was 10
years old with a quartz crystal digging
competition in Mt Ida Arkansas (they hold this
every October) and have been on a least one trip
most every year for the past 20 years. This year
was no different and we decided to go back to
visit Blaze Wharton at his sapphire mine just
outside of Helena MT.

The basic process involved adding material to a
conveyor belt system that ran up to a duel-jig
processing plant where the material was washed
and shaken so that any heavier material including
sapphires was caught in what amounts to a large
sluice box. This process went on for four hours
and we ended up with a large amount of
processed gravel to search through.

Last year we made our first trip to Blaze’s mine
and spent a couple of days digging in virgin
ground for sapphires. During our time there we
concentrated 9 – 5 gallon buckets of material,
then had Blaze run the material through one of
his jigs to concentrate our work down further
into one bucket of “heavies.” Lots of hematite
and hopefully some sapphires. We ended up
with 9-10 sapphires, 5 of which were big enough
to cut over a half carat stone, three would
produce over a carat. Our biggest stone was 5.2
cts and a nice blue/green color. The photo
below shows a before and after shot – using a
pattern provided to me by a friend (Jeff
Hapeman) I was able to get a great yield from
the rough and ended with a nice Christmas
present for Sarah, just over 2 carats. This stone
has not been heated.
This year due to my back and some other issues
we chose to forgo the digging ourselves fun and
scheduled a 4 hour run with Blaze running
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The search began going through the jigs at the
sections closest to the front where the majority of
the sapphires should be. We picked out stones
we saw and then shoveled (Blaze and Scott
actually did the shoveling) the remaining gravel
into buckets for us to wash and sort again on a
screen system. We did this for a couple of
hours and left for the night with our finds (over
300 cts) and some nice “cutters.”

We returned the next day which was sunny (did I
mention we timed our trip to arrive during an
early winter storm complete with rain, ice and
snow?) and spend the remainder of the day
washing small portions of the gravel by hand on
a screen, shaking the gravel so that when flipped
over on a table the sapphires “should” be top and
center of the pile. Just prior to this as Blaze and
Sarah were removing the last of our material
from the jigs, they found our biggest stone which
was a killer 12+ ct blue stone, very clear and
well shaped. I can’t wait to see how this one
turns out after cutting.
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The process was fun, Blaze and his team were
amazing, and Sarah and I had a blast. At the
end of the day we added another 200+ cts to our
haul making our run total over 500 cts including
20-40 cutable stones.

I will add that every 4 hour run doesn’t produce
the same results necessarily – some have less
stones, some have produced sapphires in a larger
size.
But if you decide you’d like to do some hunting
for Montana sapphires you’ll be happy you
visited Blazen Gems. You can find him by
searching on Facebook or Google.
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United States Faceters Guild
UPDATE

2017 Single Stone Competition

The Single Stone competition this year had a robust response with over 80 stones entered, split roughly
55% novice, 30% pre-master, 10% master, and 5% grandmaster. There were several disqualifications,
due to using the wrong material for the cutting rough, as has happened occasionally in the past.
The deadline for receipt was August 30, 2017, so we're currently collating, sorting, and randomizing the
entries, which will then be forwarded to the judges. Typically, the judging can take several weeks,
especially with the quantity of stones this year, a record for the USFG, by the way.
Stones in the novice class have a wide range of material used, varying from quartz to nanosital to cubic
zirconia and corundum etc. All stones above novice were specified cutting rough, so variation is
proscribed.
We will post the results on the USFG website competition page and the next possible future newsletter
when they become available, as in prior year events. Stay tuned!

John Lichtenberger
2016 / 2017 StoneHandler/ SSC coordinator
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New Designs
From Robert Strickland
A couple of nice new pear designs, a re-work of this years Masters stones for those that would like
to give this a try and refine your skills, and a tribute pattern for those impacted by the recent
hurricanes!
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Announcements
Hi. I'm a member of the Tomoka Gem and Mineral Society (TGMS). I've built a website for Facetors.
The site is http://www.facetfind.com It's a place to connect, trade and sell free of charge.
It's a modern take on a classified system using geo location mapped data through google maps as well as
traditional text listings.
It's another outlet to help other Facetors sell products, used gear, etc. All basic listings are free. The only charge
is if you want a featured listing which keeps your listing at the top and the charge is $7 a week which helps me
pay for the hosting and server.
Thanks you.
Seth Benton Parr

Just a reminder
To enable you to take full advantage of your membership benefits we may occasionally
need to send special notices regarding proposed changes or other Guild business. Please be
sure to notify us of any changes to your email address.

Newsletter Policy
The USFG Newsletter is published quarterly in March, June, September and December. It
is available on the USFG website to all paid members of the Guild. A notice will be
posted to the website when the newsletter is uploaded.
Submissions or correspondence concerning content should be sent to the editor:
editor@usfacetersguild.org
We are always looking for new ideas and contributions. If you would like to make a
suggestion or submit an article for publication, please e-mail the editor. Just remember, we
are ALL volunteers, so to allow sufficient time articles should be submitted 30 days prior
to publication dates if possible. Share your knowledge with your fellow members! We are
all here to learn!
Our newsletter is published for the express purpose of sharing information with members
and other faceting guilds. There is no intent to show preference for or damage to any
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person, group, product, manufacturer or commercial company. Opinions expressed are
those of the editor, contributing members, or quoted authors, and do not necessarily
represent those of the USFG membership, Officers, or BOD.

Member Dues, Application & Renewal
Please help us grow by encouraging your fellow faceters to join the USFG. Membership
dues are an incredibly reasonable $18 per year (USD) and are payable via PayPal or by
check made payable to the USFG Treasurer.
New Members – Become a new member by going to: https://usfacetersguild.org/becomea-member. Once there, if you prefer not to use PayPal, you may scroll down the page and
print a membership form, enclose a check, and send it to our Treasurer at the address
listed. The advantage to using PayPal is instant access to the member sections of our
website.
Renewing Members – Using your email and password, login to our website. Your
membership expiration date and the renewal button can be found at the My
Account/Subscriptions page. You will receive an email reminder to renew one week
before your membership expires.
Please be sure to keep your information current. Email changes are especially important –
that is our primary means of contacting our members.
Questions about your membership should be sent to:
membership@usfacetersguild.org
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Office/Board of Directors/Staff
Officers 2017
President: Diane Eames
Vice President: Tom Mitchell
Secretary: Jenny Clark
Treasurer: Sue Lichtenberger
Board of Directors
Al Balmer
Arya Akhavan
Diane Eames
Ernie Hawes
Howard Bromley
Jenny Clark
Jon Rolfe
Sue Lichtenberger
Tom Mitchell
Ken Michalek
Dan Lynch (Newsletter edition, non-voting member)
John Lichtenberger (Competition Committee, non-voting member)
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Appointed Staff
Membership: Jenny Clark
Historian: open
Editor: Dan Lynch
Assistant Editor: Glenn Wood
Assistant Editor: Adam Pollack

USFG Life Member

Alexander Wolkonsky
Glenn Klein
Ralph Mathewson
Billy Stringfellow (d)
Jack Gross
Richard Golden
Brian Maxwell
James Clarke
Robert Long
Charles Moon
Jean A. Marr
Sylvia Czayo (d)
Don Dunn (d)
John Bayer
William Wilkie
Dr. Vincent Bishop
John Cassity
Juris Peterson
Cal Thomas
Austin McThorn
Everett G. Brake
Jenny Clark
Jerry Newman
Jack B. Lewis
John Maine
Ed Romack (d)
Verner Tovrea
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